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SAFETY FIRST!!!

 4’ diameter 40m Mag Loop @ 20w:
 1642 V at capacitor
 13.5 A resonant circulating current

 High Voltages and Currents, even at QRP levels



What is a Mag Loop?
 Also known as Small Loop Antenna
 Generally defined as more than 1/10-wavelength and 

less than 1/3-wavelength in circumference
 If much larger or smaller – different considerations apply

 Need to enclose the largest possible area for a given 
linear dimension
 Circle meets that requirement

 Other shapes will work (e.g., square, hexagon, etc.)



How does a Mag Loop Work?
Receiving Signals

 Traditional antennas (e.g., dipoles, verticals) are 
sensitive to the electric component of an 
electromagnetic wave. Voltage gradients at the 
antenna surface induce currents in the dipole/vertical 
(when receiving).



How does a Mag Loop Work? 
Receiving Signals -- Continued…

 A small loop antenna is a high-Q parallel tuned circuit. It has a very
narrow bandwidth because of the high Q and is very sensitive to the
magnetic H-field component, but it is particularly insensitive to the E-
field component. Changing magnetic fields induce currents in the mag
loop (when receiving).

 A small loop antenna is a very quiet antenna, in large part because of its
narrow bandwidth, and it typically has a Signal/Noise Ratio (SNR) that
is 10 to 20 dB greater than a “traditional” dipole or vertical antenna. The
SNR determines signal readability.



How does a Mag Loop Work? 
Receiving Signals -- Analogy

 Transformer analogy -- Loop acts like a secondary “winding” very
loosely coupled to the distant transmitting antenna. Induced RF
current gets magnified by the high Q and then matched to the
coax. (In a parallel resonant circuit, current through L or C is Q
times the total applied current.)



How does a Mag Loop Work?
Transmitting Signals

 Large current in loop generates magnetic field that in turn generates 
corresponding electric field in space for the E and H components of 
electromagnetic waves.

 Large current is the result of low loss and corresponding high-Q.



How does a Mag Loop Work?
A quick note about efficiency

 Mag Loop calculators use the following formula for 
determining efficiency:
 Efficiency = Radiation resistance / (Radiation resistance + Loss 

resistance)

 All of my loops have calculated Efficiency of 50% to 25% or less 
on their “base band.”



How does a Mag Loop Work?
Efficiency Calculations (con’t)

 80m Dipole Efficiency
 (73.1 ohms / (73.1 ohms + 0.35 ohms)) x 100% = 99.5%

 80m Mag Loop Efficiency (4.7’ diameter)
 (0.01658 ohm / (0.01658 ohm + 0.141775 ohm)) = 1.156%



How does a Mag Loop Work?
Efficiency Calculations (con’t)

 Wikipedia – “Antenna Efficiency”
 “For wire antennas which have a defined radiation 

resistance EFFICIENCY is the ratio of the radiation 
resistance to the total resistance...”

 “For other types of antennas the radiation efficiency is 
LESS EASY TO CALCULATE and is USUALLY 
DETERMINED BY MEASUREMENTS.”



How do you build a Mag Loop?
Tools and Shop Materials

Tools and shop materials
 Drill and bits up to ¼”
 Pipe cutter
 Hacksaw blade
 Pliers, wire cutters, screw driver
 Soldering iron /solder
 Small hardware – assortment of nuts, bolts, washers, etc.
 Heavy wire
 Cable clamps / cable ties



How do you build a Mag Loop?
Components

 PVC skeleton – ¾-in diameter or greater
 Copper – ¾-in diameter or greater copper tubing
 Coax – 9913, hardline, etc., at least ½-in diameter (use shield 

only)
 Variable capacitor – HIGH VOLTAGE, air variable (OK…) or 

vacuum variable (BEST)
 Coupling/Matching device – fixed loop, coax loop, gamma 

match



How do you build a Mag Loop?
This is how I put things together…

 Use Calculators
 Build PVC “skeleton”
 Cut and install copper tubing or coax 

 Make a series of small bends close together if using tubing – avoid trying to 
make one “big” bend

 Build and Install Capacitor Board
 Fasten capacitor to loop with heavy wire and cable clamps…
 Allows mag loops to be “squeezed” through attic access openings

 Build and Install Coupling device
 Fasten gamma match wire with cable clamp…



Sample Mag Loop Calculator



Mag Loop Coupling Faraday Shielded



Mag Loop Coupling Gamma Hairpin



 INSULATE!!!!
 Knob
 Remote

 DC motor
 Geared, 3RPM, polarity-reversing switch and potentiometer

 Stepper motor
 Geared, 27:1 reduction for 0.067 degrees per step, driver circuit 

required, need to filter noise generated by driver

Easy Tuning of Mag Loops Is 
Important



Polarity Reversing Switch
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Stepper Motor Driver



Assembled Stepper Motor Driver



Precise Matching – HOW?
 Small fixed loop coupler

 Adjust placement relative to large loop
 Small coax loop coupler

 Push/pull and twist/turn coax loop
 Lock down best position with cable ties

 Gamma match
 Push/pull and twist/turn wire

 SMALL ADJUSTMENTS MAKE HUGE CHANGES!!!



Summary
 Keys to constructing an effective Mag Loop

 Minimal loss resistance
 Easily tunable
 Adjustable coupling

 Experiment
 Build yourself a loop
 Play with different matching systems
 Use different tuning systems

 LOOK BUT                 TOUCH!!!!!!!!! (when transmitting)



References
Calculators:

http://www.66pacific.com/calculators/small-transmitting-loop-antenna-
calculator.aspx

Stepper motor driver:

https://sites.google.com/site/lofturj/to-automatically-tune-a-magnetic-loop-
antenna

General information:

https://www.nonstopsystems.com/radio/frank_radio_antenna_magloop.htm




















